
LAKE ARROWHEAD COMMUNITY SERVICES DISTRICT 
 

MEMORANDUM 
 
 

DATE:  February 23, 2021 
 
TO:   BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
   Lake Arrowhead Community Services District 
 
FROM:  AIDA HERCULES-DODARO, District Engineer 
 
   MICHAEL THORNTON, Contract District Engineer 
 
   CATHERINE CERRI, General Manager 
    
SUBJECT:  CONSIDER MAKING A FINDING THAT FURTHER 

COMPETITIVE BIDDING IS IMPRACTICAL FOR THE 
DISTRICT CORPORATE YARD PROJECT NO. 177 AND 
AWARD A CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT TO TRINITY 
CONSTRUCTION AND H.E. HAMMER CONSTRUCTION 
CORP. 

 
A.   RECOMMENDATION 
 
It is recommended that the Board of Directors: 

1. Makes a finding that competitive bidding is impractical for the District Corporate Yard 
Project No. 177.  

2. Award a construction contract to Trinity Construction in an amount not to exceed 
$2,537,376.28 to complete the site work and select interior finishes.  

3. Award a contract with H.E. Hammer Construction Corp. in an amount not to exceed 
$689,000 to erect the metal building and provide insulation, doors and windows. 

4. Authorize the General Manager to approve change orders for the Project as required in the 
field during the contract time for an amount not to exceed 10%. 

 
B.  REASON FOR RECOMMENDATION 
 
The District needs a corporate yard for the Field Operations and Mechanical Operations 
Departments. The Board may recall that staff opened five (5) bids on November 21, 2019, and the 
Board rejected all of them on December 10, 2019 because they were significantly above the 
engineer’s cost estimate and the District’s budgeted amount. District staff have negotiated a lower 
price with the lowest responsive bidder, Trinity Construction, and have found further savings by 
contracting for the erection of the building with H.E. Hammer Construction Corp.  
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C.  BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
On August 31, 2018, the District sent Request for Proposals (“RFP’s”) to several 
architectural/engineering firms for design and project assistance. On October 30, 2018, the District 
received 3 proposals and the Board awarded the contract to SHG Architects on November 13, 
2018. 
 
The plans and specifications were prepared and bids were opened on November 21, 2019. Five (5) 
bids were received, four (4) of which were responsive, with bid amounts ranging from $6,582,000 
to $6,813,000 and did not include the cost to erect the building. The Engineer’s Estimate was 
$3,840,000. All bids were rejected for budgetary reasons. Since then, District staff and the architect 
have been working together to find a solution that will accomplish the goal of housing the 
Mechanical Operations and Field Operations Departments while lowering the construction cost. 
Various design changes were analyzed to cut costs but to put the project back out to bid, the District 
would need to pay an additional $138,000 for redesign and bid costs without knowing what the 
final bid prices would be. Approval for $125,000 in redesign costs was brought to the Board on 
January 28, 2020 but there wasn’t support for it and the item didn’t pass. 
 
At the board meeting on December 8, 2020, staff brought a project with a significantly reduced 
price but it was still more expensive than what the Board was comfortable with. On December 15, 
2020, the District held a workshop to discuss alternatives and determine an appropriate cost for 
the project. While the budget includes $6M, the Board was more comfortable with a project cost 
of $4M to $4.2M. To meet this reduced budget, the Board directed staff to get quotes for a phased 
approach that delays either square footage or interior improvements. 
 
District staff have been negotiating with the lowest responsive bidder, Trinity Construction, to find 
cost saving measures that wouldn’t require extensive design changes. Some of these changes 
include revisions to storm drains and underground utility lines, a simplified roof line, lower grade 
electrical fixtures and less zones for the heating and air conditioning system. This process has 
resulted in a decrease of $4.7M from Trinity Construction’s original low bid. The District has had 
extensive opportunity to observe the quality of work provided by Trinity Construction. All work 
will be conducted in accordance with prevailing wage laws. Trinity will complete the civil work, 
utilities, concrete, paving and other activities as detailed on the attached Schedule of Activities. 
The interior will be completed in phases. Trinity will complete the interior finishings on the areas 
indicated in green on the attached Phased Floor Plan. 
 
In addition, H.E. Hammer Construction Corp. is the preferred installation contractor for CBC Steel 
Buildings, the provider of the metal building. Due to this company’s specialization in erecting steel 
buildings, the District has found additional savings by utilizing this company to erect the building. 
Their installation price was included in CBC’s bid. All work will be conducted in accordance with 
prevailing wage laws. H.E. Hammer will erect the building and install the roof, sheeting and 
gutters. They will also furnish and install the exterior doors and windows. The cost of the doors 
and windows has been estimated at $150,000. 
 
The purpose of the Public Contracting Code is to protect the public from a misuse of public funds 
by avoiding fraud and corruption, eliminating favoritism and preventing waste to obtain the best 
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economical result for the public. There is specific case law (Graydon v. Pasadena Redevelopment 
Agency (1980) 104 Cal. App. 3d 63) that excuses compliance with competitive bidding 
requirements in exceptional circumstances such as where requests for competitive bids would be 
futile, unavailing or would not produce an advantage. The case has allowed courts to interpret the 
law to define a standard to determine a market condition in which competitive bidding does not 
apply.  This market condition is known as “Finding of Impracticability” where public entities need 
not comply with competitive bidding processes for to do so would be “impractical or futile” and 
would not serve the purposes of competitive bidding or “confer any advantage” to the public 
agency. 
 
In the case of this project, it is clear that the District could be expending unnecessary funds on 
redesign without knowing how it will affect the final bid price and that the traditional Design-Bid-
Build process is not conferring any advantage to the District. Following is an excerpt from the case 
with accentuations added: 
 

“As a general rule, competitive bidding for public entities is a mandatory requirement as 
provided by statute, charter or ordinance. However, there are certain well recognized 
exceptions to said rule. One exception is where the nature of the subject of the contract is 
such that competitive proposals would be unavailing or would not produce an advantage, 
and the advertisement for competitive bid would thus be undesirable, impractical, or 
impossible.  
  
The rationale for the adoption of the above exception is found in the purposes of the 
provisions requiring competitive bidding in letting public contracts. Those purposes are to 
guard against favoritism, improvidence, extravagance, fraud and corruption; to prevent 
the waste of public funds; and to obtain the best economic result for the public. However, 
the competitive bid requirement is to be construed fairly and reasonably with sole reference 
to the public interest and in light of the purposes to be accomplished. Therefore, it has 
been held that where competitive proposals work an incongruity and are unavailing as 
affecting the final result, or where competitive proposals do not produce any advantage, 
or where it is practically impossible to obtain what is required and to observe such form, 
competitive bidding is not applicable. 
  
This principle has been held applicable in California decisions in a variety of situations 
involving both the purchase of services and products and the construction of public 
improvements and buildings where it has appeared that competitive bidding would be 
incongruous or would not result in any advantage to the public entity in efforts to contract 
for the greatest public benefit.” 
 

D.  FISCAL IMPACT 
 

The negotiation process has reduced the total project cost by $4,706,000 and has avoided some 
design and bid costs. The budget includes $6,000,000 for the construction of the facility. When 
adding these two contracts to the cost of $562,000 to procure the building, the total construction 
cost is estimated to be $3,610,000. There will be additional costs to complete the project that can 
only be estimated at this point. Those costs include contingencies, staff time, inspection, material 
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testing, permitting and construction management. When adding these estimates, the maximum 
project cost is estimated at $4,341,000. Additional plan revision costs may also be necessary.  
  
E.  ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

 
The District prepared and filed an Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration for the 
construction of the Corporate Yard in 2007. In August 2018, the District prepared an 
Administrative Addendum which explains minor modifications to the Project Description that 
were made as a result of recent conceptual re-design. 
  
F.   ATTACHMENTS 
  
Construction Cost Estimate Comparison 
Schedule of Activities 
Phased Floor Plan 
 



Corp Yard Cost Comparison
Engineer's 
Estimate Low Bid Revised Bid Phased Bid

Trinity & 
Hammer

Workshop 
Budget

Date Feb-19 Nov-19 Dec-20 Jan-21 Feb-21 Jan-21

Construction 2,478,585  6,582,118  4,295,000  2,712,135  2,537,376   2,310,000  
Building Erection -              357,549      690,000      880,293      509,687      690,000      

2,478,585  6,939,667  4,985,000  3,592,428  3,047,063   3,000,000  

Building Fabrication and Engineering 525,000      736,987      562,472      562,472      562,472      562,472      
Total Construction and Installation 3,003,585  7,676,654  5,547,472  4,154,900  3,609,535  3,562,472  

Estimates to Complete the Project
Construction Contingencies 931,112      693,967      498,500      359,243      304,706      300,000      
District Administration 24,786        69,397        49,850        27,121        25,374        23,100        
Environmental Mitigation 12,393        34,698        24,925        13,561        12,687        11,550        
County and Regulatory Permits 49,572        138,793      99,700        54,243        50,748        46,200        
Construction Management 61,965        173,492      124,625      67,803        63,434        57,750        
Escalations and General Conditions 659,414      -              -              -              -               -              
Furniture and Equipment 252,301      -              -              -              179,139      -              
Inspections 61,965        173,492      124,625      67,803        63,434        57,750        
Materials Testing 24,786        69,397        49,850        27,121        25,374        23,100        
Survey 6,196          17,349        12,462        6,780          6,343          5,775          
Total Estimated Costs 2,084,489  1,370,580  984,534     623,676     731,239      525,225     

Total 5,088,074  9,047,234  6,532,006  4,778,576  4,340,774  4,087,697  



Schedule of Activities

Indirects Contractor
Mobilization Both
General Conditions (Includes Erosion Control, SWPPP, BMP's) Both
Contracts & Submittals Both
Temporary Facilities Both
Site Superintendent, Management & Administration Both
Bond & CoC Both

Site Construction
Clearing and Grubbing, Grading, Stock Pile Excess Material Trinity
Building Footing and Pad Excavation Trinity
Pavement Signs & Markings (Striping as required by code) Trinity
Chain Link Fences & Swing Gates Trinity
Bollards & Truncated Domes Trinity
Sidewalks, curbs, gutters Trinity
Asphaltic Concrete Pavement over 95% Compacted Native Material Trinity
Trash Enclosure Per Architectural Plans Trinity

Building Construction
Building Pad Concrete and footings Trinity
Housekeeping Pads & Recessed Areas Trinity
Block Wall for building footings Trinity
Building Erection (Excludes building materials, fab, design) ME Hammer
Windows ME Hammer

Building Exterior Finish
Building Exterior Doors ME Hammer
Roll up Doors ME Hammer
Exterior Signage For Code Requirements Trinity

Utility Construction
Install Waterlines and Fittings Trinity
Install Sewer Pipe & Clean-Out Trinity
Install Fire Line w/Trench, Backfill & Fittings Trinity
Install 6" Fire Service With Detector Check Trinity
Electrical Trenching Trinity

Building Interior Finish
Electrical (Maint. Shop, Elect RM, Laundry, Entry, Office 4, Mech Staff) Trinity
Mechanical - HVAC Trinity
Fire Sprinklers Trinity
Plumbing Trinity
Metal Stud Framing & Drywall Trinity
Insulation ME Hammer
Paint & Coatings Trinity
Acoustical Ceiling Trinity
Locker Room/Shower Finish Trinity
Interior Doors Trinity
Punch List Both
Demobilize Both
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Areas shaded in green will be finished and operational on Phase 1.
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